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Letter from our chairman
August 2010
Dear Dancer
The end of June saw another
successful year for Bristol Branch,
with the prospect of the Summer
Fling still to come, and also, for
some members, Summer School.I
would like to thank everyone for
their support and hard work during
the year.
We were pleased to support some
of our members in their training to
become RSCDS dance teachers.
Congratulations to Lynn Robinson,
Graham Coles, Andrew Smith and
Tina Attwood on passing their
examinations so far and we wish
them well in their further teaching
practice towards their full
certificates. Congratulations also go
to Cheryl Ayers who has gained her
full certificate.
Looking ahead to the new season,
teaching plans are in progress for
th
classes which start on Thursday 9
September at 7.30 p.m. in the Hall
of St. Monica Trust, Cote Lane,
Westbury-on-Trym. End of term
‘live music’ nights have proved as
popular as ever, and we will advise
you of these in advance.
The membership fee is unchanged
at £17 and the weekly class fee will
also remain the same at £4 for
members, £5 for non-members of
the Branch.
A programme of dances for the year
has been organised, also the Day
School and Burns’ Supper. Dates
and details of all these functions are
listed in the Branch Diary that you
will receive on renewal of your
membership.
I am pleased to announce that we
will be having a new venue for our
residential weekend next year.
This will take place on 11-13th

March 2011 at The Paddocks Hotel,
Symonds Yat, near Monmouth.
The display group meets monthly
on Mondays at The Church of the
Good Shepherd, King’s Drive,
Bristol to rehearse for forthcoming
engagements. If you are interested
in joining the group, please talk to
either Barbara de Winton or me.
Please talk to your friends – tell
them of your passion for Scottish
Country Dancing – do encourage
them to come along.
We publish this Newsletter each
autumn – do let us know what
you’ve been doing, where you’ve
been dancing. We will be pleased
to receive your items for inclusion.
I look forward to seeing you in
September and hope you have a
very enjoyable dancing year.

after much hard work and heart
searching it has been agreed by
the committee that the next “not
Haytor” weekend should be held at
Paddocks Hotel in Symonds Yat on
the river Wye. Good reports have
been obtained from other Scottish
Dancing Clubs including
Birmingham Branch and the price is
considerably less than this year’s
quote from Haytor. Check out the
Paddocks Hotel from the link on our
website
http://www.rscdsbristol.info
Kevin Savill

Joan Ferguson
Chairman – Bristol Branch RSCDS
HAYTOR WEEKEND
“Haytor” weekends have been
hugely successful over many years,
a tribute to Marcus Ashman, who
originally initiated the idea as a way
of bringing together dancers away
from “home turf” in the hope that
friendships and team spirit might be
fostered over an enjoyable weekend.
However whilst the idea and
concept remains successful a
number of voices have expressed
some dissatisfaction with the venue
and have formed an opinion that it
is time for a change. The difficulty
with change is where do you find a
venue that has excellent dancing
facilities, sufficient capacity to
accommodate fifty + people,
provide good food and some
privacy over the whole weekend all
within a few hours drive and at a
reasonable cost. (Not much to ask
for).
A sub-committee was assigned the
task of finding this “nirvana” and
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Where do we go from here?
DISPLAY TEAM AT RAGLAN
CASTLE

We have a group of 25 dancers
from whom we choose the team for
displays, subject to their availability.
This year has been very busy with 3
Burns’ nights, the South Wales
th
festival and a 60 birthday amongst

our engagements – and we have
had to turn some down.
The team not only give their best in
the displays, but always enter into
the spirit of communal dancing with
their endless enthusiasm for
popular ceilidh dances and with
gentle persuasion, bring all ages on
to the floor. Guidance and crowd
control at these events are also
requisite skills.

required by the dancers. Given that
the team (free of charge) raise
awareness and some funds for the
club.
They try to keep the dances
interesting and fun to perform.
Currently the team practice a few
core dances and also look at new
dances suitable for display. They
are always looking to increase the
number of dancers available so that
the club is able to perform to a good
standard at a moments notice
without the burden of extra practice.
Kevin Savill
EASTER IN ROSS ON WYE

Scotch on the Rocks at Burns’ Night
at St.Monica’s
We meet on a Monday once a
month and our next engagement is
for St Andrew’s night …so please
come along to the class on Sept 27,
Oct 18 and Nov 22 or have a chat
with me or Joan on a Thursday.
Barbara de Winton
EDITORS COMMENT
Under the guidance and tutelage of
Barbara de Winton the branch
demonstration team play a major
part in increasing awareness of
Scottish Country Dancing as well
earning a steady stream of revenue
for Bristol Branch. All the dancers
provide their services free and
spend much time and effort
practising for demonstrations held
at various venues and occasions.
The idea is not necessarily to
demonstrate perfection (although
they are all very good) but to
promote Scottish Country dancing
as a sociable and fun way to
exercise and meet people, as well
as to further one of the cultural
aspects of Scotland. The team in
full flight to lively music is a
wonderful spectacle which many
people find attractive and
entertaining.
The team has become very popular
with more requests to perform with
commensurate demands on the
practice and performance time

Bristol members enjoying Easter
weekend at Ross on Wye organised
superbly by Stephen and Barbara
Goulden. Who could resist the
dream team of Mary Murray, Muriel
Johnstone and Keith Smith?
This was a truly international
weekend which was excellent in
every way.
Barbara de Winton
BURNS SUPPER 2010
“Now follow that!” we heard that
challenge spoken more than once
during the evening, and I have often
thought it in previous years – but
“follow it” they did and very well
indeed!
Yet again, Andrew Smith had
devised a theme – heather it was
this year – and the hall of Redland
High School was colour coordinated in purple, mauve and
green to match. The different
heathers on the tables, the balloons
and even the ‘Grapes in Whisky’
dessert.
John Milne spoke knowledgeably
and movingly about Rabbie Burns.
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He told of Scotland’s Favourite Son
putting into words feelings of love
and concern that still touch all our
hearts today.
Graham Coles proposed the Toast
to the Lassies. Appreciation of both
man’s best friend and the fairer sex
were his themes, the relative levels
of appreciation of each causing
much amusement.
Tricia Machin responded mainly
using her own verse to highlight
men’s foibles with humour, fun, love
and laughter. I had not realised we
had a Pam Ayers in our midst but
now that I do I hope we hear more.
Nearly two hours flew by as we
danced to the wonderful music of
Hugh Ferguson and the Dalriada
Scottish Dance Band – dances
varied from the straightforward to a
few needing some experience but
Barbara de Winton led us through.
The favourites of Gay Gordons,
Mairi’s wedding and the Eight some
Reel made dancers and nondancers alike feel welcome and
comfortable whether they were from
Bristol or further afield.
On behalf of us all I would like to
say a big “Thank you” to the
caterers, caretaker Kevin, Redland
High School Old Girls, the Burns
Supper Committee and M.C. Joan
Ferguson for making it a wonderful
evening. I look forward to the “follow
on” next year (but without the
conflagration!).
Ruth Davies
BURNS NIGHTS
th

The birthday of Robert Burns (25
January 1759) was first celebrated
by Bristol Branch of the RSCDS on
the 3rd February 2001 an event
organised by LesleyTerry and
Andrew Smith. Since then this
birthday of one of Scotland’s most
illustrious sons has been celebrated
each year by the Branch and
Scottish Country Dancing has
always played a significant part in
the celebrations following soon after
the meal and speeches.
Not surprisingly other organisations
have expressed an interest in our
dancers and would like to hire the
display team to perform at their own
Burns night occasions. This has
created some difficulty in logistics
not least because Burns’ suppers
are arranged over a very short

period around the end of January
and the beginning of February each
year.

The whole pantomime eventually
drifted away and our problem was
solved naturally enough by..... A
woman!!!! Barbara de Winton
phoned our leasing company and
they sent a man who installed a
new battery. The moral of the story
is if you enjoy a drink the night
before don’t forget to turn the car
lights off!

Kevin Savill
FRENCH ODYSSEE
RECOLLECTIONS OF A
NEWCOMER
It was a privilege and a pleasure to
be invited on the 2009 French trip
not only as a partner to Barbara de
Winton but also to participate in the
display dancing. It was a lovely
week & my memories are a
kaleidoscope of colour, sound and
smell.
A delayed flight followed by our own
“Le Mans” car race through darkest
France (courtesy of Trish Machin )
led us to our hotel “Rome” in St.
Nazaire-en-Royans just in time to
eat with the rest of the team.
The following week comprised a
diet of leisure time, daytime practice
and dancing for real at various
hamlets in the Vercors, a region
famous for it scenery and walnuts!
As I recall our hotel was as close in
style to the hotel in “ello ello” as you
can imagine but of course without
Renee as the proprietor. It was
beautifully located under the
aqueduct on the river Isere. I have
found that France is full of hotels
like this which is part of its charm.
Trish, Brian, Barbara and myself
stayed in the hotel while
everyone else stayed in a complex
of four adjoining Gites close by.
A simple breakfast in the hotel
every morning with Brian and Trish
was always a pleasant start to the
day with lively banter in French
between us and the waiter. The first
day passed easily enough with
practice at the Gite, some spare
time for sightseeing followed by a
ceilidh in the evening led by our
wonderful musicians Hugh,
Elisabeth, Bob & Jane and Bob.
Our first real test came on Sunday
evening when we performed on a
terrace overlooking the river in
picturesque Pont en Royans.

Most of the team passed with flying
kilts as well as colours and all went
st
well until the Reel of the 51 . To
this day I do not know what went
wrong but four desperate men
Brian, Kevin, Roger and John very
nearly had to sing for their supper.
We had barely started when we
faltered. I looked at Brian who
looked at Roger who looked at John
and panic nearly set in. Then up
went the cry “nil desperandum” start
again. Our second attempt was
successful and the hour was saved.
Our performance was followed by
an excellent meal and drink
provided by the Musee de l’Eau
Restaurant.

Several evenings during the week
were spent at the gites communally
eating meals prepared by various
members of our team. And very
good they were too. I found the
lively banter, conviviality and good
food an agreeable way to begin an
evening especially as they were
usually followed by a ceilidh or
boule or both.
A relaxing day on Tuesday saw us
on a river boat trip along one of
Frances famous rivers the “Isere” It
was a glorious sunny Autumn day
made all the more pleasurable by a
visit to “Le Jardin des Fountaines
Petrifiantes (petrified gardens)
where minerals in the running
water hardened into beautiful rock
formations enhanced of course by
natural plants. A picnic in the
grounds of Le Chateau de la Sone
was a delight with everybody
contributing something to the table.
A tour around the Chateau in the
afternoon was most interesting.

Bewildered or what??
Monday morning saw Barbara & me
raring to go, bright eyed and bushy
tailed, heading for a practice
except…… our car wouldn’t start.
The ensuing comedy could have
been set to music. All the
ingredients were there for an opera.
My own pitiful ignorance and utter
uselessness was matched only by
the village idiot whose noisy advice
ensured an audience of most of St.
Nazaire en Royans all trying to help.
Then at a critical moment came the
cavalry in the form of a beautiful
yellow Riley, driven by … Len.
Unfortunately the crowd (including
the village idiot) were more
interested in the Riley than our
plight.
Of course Len was very helpful but
by the time he had finished we were
better informed but none the wiser.
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I cannot begin to imagine what went
through the minds of people in
sleepy St. Nazaire -en-Royans on
hearing the bagpipes as played by
our piper Bill Gass. Just because
we enjoy the bagpipes it doesn’t
mean everybody does.
Nevertheless I am sure they were
impressed both by the sound and
sight of our team parading in pairs
in Scottish dress on Wednesday
night as we walked to our
destination
.
On Thursday we danced in Hoston
in a car park to villagers who were

so impressed with our performance
that they retaliated by insisting that
we listen to their band while they
played for half an hour or so.
Afterwards, honour satisfied, the
village treated us to a picnic supper
and drinks on what turned out to be
a very pleasant warm autumn
evening.
Every evening we danced in
different locations: Pont-en-Royans,
St.Nazaire-en Royans, Hoston , St.
Marcellin and Valence and all
display dances were followed by
inviting onlookers to join in some
simple dances with varying degrees
of success. Generally I think we
were well received and the culture
of L’Ecosse much appreciated. I
deemed the week to be most
enjoyable.

I cannot finish without mentioning
th
Clives 50 birthday and the Ceilidh
that followed that evening.
Wonderful music from Dalriada
accompanied by our musical friends
Bob & Jane formed the framework
of the evening along with guitar
music and folk song by Bob Morton.
Other performers included Bill Gass
(some sort of high stepping leg
slapping, Scottish clog dance) An
Australian folk song by Frank (with
a little help from his friends).

Finally the car journey back to
Geneva Airport by Barbara & me
bears testimony to our patience and
fortitude! What should have been a
three hour journey turned into six
simply because we were trying to
get to the airport on French roads
rather than Swiss. All without a
cross word or argument.
A wonderful holiday thanks to
everybody’s contribution but
especially to Lorna & Graham for
organising the whole trip.
Kevin Savill
DANCING ABROAD
Dancing is a passport to different
communities and we use it
regularly. In early May we flew from
Bristol to Paris for a weekend. This
in itself was a pleasant break away
but it was enhanced by attending
the Paris Ball to celebrate the
RSCDS Paris Branch 25th
Anniversary, at Cercle National des
Armées, a grand hotel used by the
military for large functions.
Our accommodation was a bus ride
away from the venue but equipped
with ball dress and kilt we made our
way there during the morning and
were able to meet up with others
arriving for the occasion. Changing
rooms were allocated so we left our
evening clothes and went in search
of the “ball walk-through venue” –
as much to meet and make contact
with others as to remind ourselves
of the dances. This was conducted
in a dance studio with two rooms
providing both English and French
instruction. Many laughs later we
made our way back to the vicinity of
the CNA and enjoyed a leisurely
meal before getting ready for the
evening.
Much hilarity as the ladies changed
from their day dress into attractive
Ball attire and awaited their partners
in the next room doing the same.
Then down the magnificent
staircase to the ballroom. This was
in fact three adjoining rooms, a
small central one for the musicians
and two large ones for the dancers,
and of course a reception area for
serving the welcome drinks and
giving out the presents – French
eau de toilette for each participant.
The music struck up and the
evening was underway with Muriel
Johnstone and Keith Smith
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providing a wonderful sound for the
180 dancers to enjoy in the
magnificent chandeliered rooms.
The West Country was represented
by Jenny & Richard Stevens, Fiona
Grant and Gordon & Patsy
Patterson. For those who may fear
dancing abroad, we should assure
you the Europeans speak very good
English and at dances re-capping
was bi-lingual. Champagne and
cake were served at half time, and
an unusual dance to mark the
occasion, a medley for 5 couples
devised by Bill Zobel with original
music by Muriel Johnstone for the
25th Anniversary of the RSCDS
Paris Branch, was ably
demonstrated. A bubbly evening
flashed by, with much enjoyment for
everyone.
True to French style, the following
day 68 of the participants met at La
Procope, the oldest restaurant in
Paris for another very convivial
occasion – lunch à la Française.
Those hurrying back to other
destinations took their leave during
the afternoon but we went for a boat
trip on the Seine to round off the
day. The following day we set off
for Germany in a hire-car, taking a
gentle pace through Strasbourg, the
Black Forrest, Ulm and finally to
Ismanning, north east of Munich
where we were to spend another
weekend dancing.
We had not travelled in Germany
before, nor do we speak any
German, but we could not have
been made more welcome.
Dancing took place in the SeidlMühle which was a newly
completed conversion of a mill to a
community centre with function
rooms and a library, set in a
pleasant park within easy walking
distance of our hotel. The weekend
got underway on Thursday evening
with dancing to the three-piece
band. The Germans are young,
energetic and knowledgeable
dancers, and had come to the
Munich weekend from all over
Germany. Other Europeans from
Switzerland, France and Hungary
also attended what turned out to be
a very enjoyable stay in the
outskirts of Munich. Sheila Barnes
joined us as the West Country
representatives.

TEACHING CERTIFICATE
CLASS
2009 Thoughts from Alison
Jackson (Cardiff) and others

Patsy, Richard, Fiona, Gordon and
Jenny at the Paris Ball

Patsy, Gordon and Sheila
Classes on Friday, Saturday &
Sunday mornings were taken by the
good humoured, relaxed David
Queen with Ken Martlew at the
piano. With dances on both
Thursday and Friday evenings & a
ball on Saturday all to the music of
Ian Muir from Prestwick with
Gordon Simpson, and Neil
MacMillan, followed by a
Bavarian/Scottish evening on
Sunday and on Monday, a
conducted walking tour of central
Munich, lunch, a tour of the Olympic
stadium with views from the tower
of the surrounding countryside, then
an evening in THE famous beer
Keller, Hofbrauhaus we felt well
entertained. All of this as a result of
our hobby, Scottish Country
Dancing. We can recommend
travelling to dance, meet people
and see places of interest at home
and abroad. Just look across the
set and smile and you will enjoy the
response!
Patsy Patterson

At the RSCDS AGM in Perth in
2008 it was mentioned from the
platform that there was a rumour
that South Wales Branch might be
running a Teachers' Certificate
class. This twinkle in the eye of the
Branch became a reality in
February 2009, when Alex Gray and
Graham Donald met with
prospective candidates from two
Branches (South Wales and Bristol)
to plan for teaching sessions at
weekends throughout the coming
months.
In the event, there were four
candidates from Bristol, one from
Bath and three from South Wales
for Units Two and Three (and in
some cases also Unit One), with
two further candidates for Unit Five,
the final part of the full Certificate.
Unit one is a written exam, Unit Two
is a test of dancing, and Unit Three
examines the teaching skills of the
candidates. Our tutor for the classes
was Graham, with Alex acting as his
mentor, as this was Graham's first
Teaching Certificate class after the
training he had done for this role.
We were all delighted that everyone
passed Units Two (in May) and
Three and Five (in October), with
most also achieving Unit One within
the same period. The three
Branches now have a clutch of new
fully and/or partly certificated
teachers. (Mind you, we did reflect
during the course of the very
stressful past few months that we
might well be on the way to
becoming certified rather than
certificated!) Joking apart, we know
that Graham and Alex felt that we
did them proud, and we in turn
would wish to express to them our
thanks for their perseverance even
when the going got tough!
Despite the arduous nature of the
process, there were many positives
for us as a group. The co-operation
between the Branches worked well,
and the mutual support and
encouragement helped us all. We
have become good friends, and we
all look forward to meeting up again
in various venues to enjoy simply
dancing together.
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Another great support came in the
form of Hugh Ferguson of Dalriada
Band fame, who played his
accordion for us, both during some
of our practice sessions and also for
the Unit Three exam itself. Attached
to this article are some reflections
from Hugh himself, as well as a
selection of voices representing
different aspects of the process.
First, views from a tutor:
I was delighted to be asked to work
with Alex in tutoring the group of
candidates from across the three
branches. I had taken a tutors
course in early 2008 and had not
thought that I would get the chance
to put what I had learnt into practice
so soon, so when Alex suggested
we co-tutor the course I jumped at
the chance
We met in the February to go over
the syllabus and a couple of people
decided it was not for them and so
we were left with our core group of
ten candidates. It was a truly
enjoyable time working with the
group, who were all determined to
try the new methods being shown to
them. I'm not saying that there were
not a few tense moments and a
need for some "constructive" words
of advice, but then that is what
makes it all interesting as a tutor.
There were times when I would sit
and listen to candidates and wonder
why they didn't just get in and show
what they wanted the class to do
instead of delivering a lecture! I
have to say that as we progressed
through the course we managed to
reduce the ratio of class listening to
class moving.
Over all I am very proud of what the
group has achieved and I am sure
they will all go on to teach varied
and interesting classes. Each
candidate has their own style of
teaching and I believe that Alex and
I managed to give these new
teachers a solid foundation of
knowledge to add to that style.
I look forward to attending their
classes in the future. Well done all.
Graham Donald, Cardiff
And now some reflections from
candidates from each side of the
water:
With interest, tinged with
apprehension, I heard that a
Teaching Certificate course was

proposed. The apprehension came
from some four years ago, when
attending a course run by another
Branch under the old Preliminary
Certificate system came very close
to putting me off Scottish country
dancing altogether.
Now, as then, part of my interest
was as a Management Board
member, to find out at first-hand
what our aspiring teachers
experience.
I think that we would all agree that
the course was interesting and
instructive in a number of different
ways, but also quite stressful in
some respects. However, what we
will remember most is the way that
everyone on the course pulled
together to support each other,
despite coming from different
Branches, which contributed
considerably to the success and
enjoyment of the course.

minutes, you all took us from step
practice to being put (efficiently) in
the right place to performing
(accurately) reels, figures of eight,
poussette, promenade, and the rest
- including two full dances taught by
the two advanced examinees,
Sarah and Cheryl. And all achieved
by the examinees with charm,
sympathy, skill, and even humour,
no mean feat under such pressure.
Of course, most of us knew the
steps and formations anyway, and
you probably wouldn't achieve so
much so quickly in a 'real' mixed
ability class, but you all showed you
could teach. For me, it was an
intense day of willing and wanting
you all to succeed, of the sheer
enjoyment of a dance workshop,
and of being very impressed by how
much you'd all achieved
within a very few months
Isabel Hitchmanl Cardiff

Andrew Smith, Unit Three, Bristol
When I arrived for my exam on the
Sunday afternoon, I was impressed
and flattered by the number of
people who had travelled
sometimes long distances to come
and support us. It was so
encouraging to be teaching friendly
faces, and I had a huge feeling that
you were all on 'our side', quite
unlike my previous experience at
St. Andrews. Under other
circumstances I would have enjoyed
teaching such a responsive class,
of such a high standard. Finding
things to correct was a real
challenge. I want to say thank-you
to the stooges who gave up their
time on a nice afternoon to smile at
us in our hour of need. I greatly
enjoyed the course and I hope to go
on teaching
Sarah Rolleston, Unit Five,
Cardiff
Congratulations to you all - Alison,
Andrew, Cheryl, Christine, Conor,
Graham, Lynn, Ros, Sarah and Tina
- on passing the practical teaching
exam. I'm not surprised: we
volunteers thought you all taught
your various steps and formations
beautifully. The teaching methods
really work - inexperienced dancers
could be seen finally getting right
things they'd been struggling with.
The day brought home how
effective, neat and clever the
techniques are: within a few

As a relative newcomer to the merry
world of Scottish country dancing it
was the first time that I had
participated in this form of exquisite
pain for our teachers. There was a
real sense of camaraderie between
the "pupils" and the examinees. The
only ones who had to stay aloof
were the poor souls who were doing
the marking. The day-long picnic
was full of such goodies that we
needed to dance just to wear off the
overdose of shortbread and salads.
Never have I paid such close
attention to the good teacher's
words and explanations - I do
believe it was an epiphany moment
for me - I suddenly saw the logic of
my most dreaded formation, the
poussette. Up till that day it had
defeated me in terms of direction
and elegance.
I am so glad that we behave slightly
badly in class because we cannot
really let our teachers know how
good and patient they are. I almost
felt that we had all passed our
exams together. If you want a poor
pupil to transform on the petronella
call me up!
Fiona Peel, Cardiff
Now over to the maestro himself for
the final word.
Hugh's Muses
It wasn't a holiday; it wasn't work, it
wasn't even learning a new skill, but
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I found it every bit as rewarding and
absorbing to play for the
candidates.
The ten dancers found that dancing
and teaching people to dance are
quite different skills. They had to
develop an ability to give precise
instruction in a slow and concise
manner that both encouraged the
learners and helped them to fit their
movements to the rhythm of the
dance; in other words to 'dance' as
opposed to performing a series of
athletic movements.
I was privileged to play the
strathspey, jig and reel music as
required and I found myself involved
with a very friendly, co-operative
and hard working group who
enjoyed helping each other, and
who appreciated the constructive
input from other members of the
group.
My part was to provide clear,
rhythmic tunes so that the dance
figures had a clear, musical
structure along which to travel. In
other words, the beats had to
provide a sequence of stepping
stones on which the feet could rest
as the dancer progressed through
the dance. I therefore chose music
that would give a strong,
recognisable beat, hoping this
would at least remove one worry
from the task of achieving the
correct movements within a
particular figure. The candidates
were aIl musical and seemed to
have no problems with my choice of
tunes.
My other part was to provide a
clear, musical lead to start the
dancers off. This has to be initiated
by the teacher and the accepted
method is for the teacher to use the
words READY AND. The musician
takes READY to mean all are ready
to begin and the AND signals the
tensing of the muscles for the first
movement of the step. Of course, if
there is too short a gap between the
two words, the muscles of the
musician or the dancers are not
quite in the correct state, resulting in
the musician being galvanised into
starting too quickly and the dancers
almost stumbling into the first step.
All the candidates did well in this,
but I have played for some teachers
who don't always get it right,
sometimes separating the READY
and the AND with a further
exhortation to the dancers. This
doesn't work and I am happy to say

none of the candidates did this in
the exam.
I would like to repeat again that I felt
privileged to be part of such a
happy group. It confirmed my long
held opinion that Scottish Country
dancing is FUN at aIl/levels.

chatting and watching everyone
else finish, made this a happy and
memorable day.
Anyone interested for next year?
SWALLOWS AND AMAZONS

Hugh Ferguson
OTHER SUMMER ACTIVITIES
AWAY FROM THE DANCE
FLOOR……..
THE SOUTH WEST TRIATHLON
In order to ensure that they would
keep fit enough to resume dancing
in September, a 3 man team from
our class, entered the South West
Triathlon on 25th July as the Ancient
All-Stars! One even managed to
inspire his wife who got a female
team together to swim, cycle and
run the course in Caldicot.
Mike Jackson took the plunge and
swam the 400 metres in just over 12
mins (quite an achievement), then
handed the wrist band to David
Bain, who cycled 19 kms. in 43
mins. (wow!), with Brian Machin
running the final leg of 5 kms. in 27
mins (not bad for a hot day!).

So dancing finished and then what?
Sailing down the Thames in a small
boat – that’s what!
Fascinated by the walk last Summer
from Ewan, where the source of the
Thames is indicated only by a sign
– even Old Father Thames has
been moved to St. John’s Lock! – to
Lechlade, where a trickle has turned
to puddles and those into an everwidening stream, we decided to
boat the rest of the way to the
Thames barrage in London in 2010.
Over the winter we acquired a
Drascombe Coaster, equipped her
and planned the trip. On July 11th
we launched “The African Queen”
and personifying Mr. Allnutt and
Rose (!), motored, sailed and rowed
down the river, enchanted by the
beauty of the trees reflected in the
water, amazed at the history of the
villages on the banks, and delighted
by the inquisitiveness of the
numerous birds with their young.

At Radcot stands a bridge built in
th
the 12 century, whilst Newbridge is
slightly more modern dating from
the 13th century, its stone quarried
from the Taynton quarries near
Burford, and rafted down from the
Windrush that enters here. The
Romans forded the Isis at BablockHythe, and Swinford Bridge was
built for the Earl of Abingdon in
1770. Cars are still charged 5p for
the privilege of using this crossing!
Just beyond Maidenhead we
paused in our journey, to be
completed next year. 23 miles
walked, 97 boated – 71 left to do in
2011. A good enough substitute
for dancing!
Tricia Machin
THIS GOLF MATCH RESULTED
IN AN HONOURABLE DRAW

Kevin, Barbara, Carol and Rod
AND FINALLY

Brian, David and Mike

Pond life

Tacey Bain with her eldest and
youngest daughters actually won
the women’s relay prize!

We kept cool swimming in the clear
water and kept busy with the 33
locks we passed through and the 54
bridges we passed under, each of
which required the mast to come
down!

Cecily (swam), Esme (was team
doctor and mascot), Tacey (ran)
and Athene (cycled)
Followed by a picnic in the shade,

Catriona and Ollie (Turnbull) cutting
the cake on their wedding day in
July. Yes, he is wearing the kilt.

A woman’s work is never done!
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A Dalriada ceilidh enjoyed by all
their guests ended a perfect day.

RSCDS HQ Events
RSCDS Winter School
20-25 February 2011
27 February – 4 March 2011
Pitlochry
Spring Fling (for under 35s)
Late March 2011
Fri-Sun
RSCDS Summer School
July 2011 – August 2011
St Andrews

Bristol Branch Events
New Season Dance
16 October 2010
St. Monicas
Band: Craigellichie
Branch AGM
28 October 2010
Agenda to be confirmed
Day School
13 November 2010
St Monica’s Trust, W-O-T
Teacher: Pat Houghton
Musician: Judith Muir
Band: Peter & Edna Russell
Burns Supper & Dance
22 January 2011
Redland High School for Girls
Band: Chris Dewhurst
Newcomers’ Dance
5 February 2011
Emerson’s Green
Band: Strathallan
Branch Weekend
11-13 March 2011
Paddocks Hotel
Symonds Yat West
Teacher: Peter Wright
Band: Hugh Ferguson & Dalriada
See: Clive Robinson, Margaret
Chambers & Brian Machin

Summer Dance
14 May 2011
St Monica’s Trust, W-O-T
Band: Chris Dewhurst

Thursday Evening classes
Join us for fun nights of Scottish
Country Dancing on the following
dates:

RSCDS Management Board
Members
Andrew Smith: 0117 9629533
afsmith@talktalk.net

Thursday nights for all
7.30 – 10.00pm
Weekly sessions for beginners
starting on 7 October 2010
The term dates for the year
9 September – 16 December 2010
6 January – 14 April 2011
5 May – 30 June 2011
Teachers 2010-2011
Peter Wright: 01761 462874
peterwri@mac.com

Barbara De Winton: 0117 9622724

Useful Web links

Don’t forget our own website which
will help to keep you up-to-date with
the branch, classes and events.
RSCDS Bristol Branch
http://www.rscdsbristol.info
Webmaster: Peter Wright
Others sites which may be of
interest:
RSCDS Headquarters
http://www.rscds.org

bdewinton@hotmail.co.uk

(ask Committee member for password)

Cheryl Ayers : 0117 9590970
cheryl.ayers@blueyonder.co.uk

Grand Chain
http://www.scottishdance.net/

Bristol Branch Committee
2008/09

Strathspey Server
http://www.strathspey.org/

Chair: (RetiringOct’10)
Joan Ferguson: 01934 852091
handj@dalriadaband.co.uk
Chair elect:
Margaret Pinder: 01454 416778
Margaret.pinder@crumbly.plus.com
Secretary:
Patricia Machin: 0117 9623775
patricia.clemow@btopenworld.com

Treasurer:
Brian Machin: 0117 9623775
brian.machin@btinternet.com
Catering: (Retiring Oct.’10)
CarolParratt: 0117 3306250
carolparratt@hotmail.com
Membership Secretary:
Clive Robinson: 0117 9677073
clive.prp608@btinternet.com

Ticket Secretary:
Catriona Forward: 01934-852344
RandCM@btinternet.com
Publicity: Kevin Savill
0117 9622724
downskev@blueyonder.co.uk
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A word from the editor
Next Issue: Summer 2011
Many members take part in
activities and events and venture on
holidays to interesting parts of the
world that other members would
love to hear about. Please jot down
your experiences and send them in
– you needn’t write a monologue, a
few lines will suffice with a picture if
you have one. Here’s to next year’s
newsletter!!
Kevin

